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ADVANCE INFORMATION
Easy Motion Tourist is a compelling crime novel set in contemporary
Lagos. It features Guy Collins, a British hack who stumbles into the
murky underworld of the city. A woman’s mutilated body is discarded
by the side of a club near one of the main hotels in Victoria Island.
Collins is a bystander and is picked up by the police, as a potential
suspect. After experiencing the unpleasant realities of a Nigerian
police cell, he is rescued by Amaka, a Pam Grier-esque Blaxploitation
heroine with a saintly streak. As Collins discovers more of the darker
aspects of what makes Lagos tick – including the clandestine trade in
organs – he also slowly falls for Amaka. Little do they realise just how
much organ trafficking is wrapped up in the power and politics of the
city. The novel features a motley cast of supporting characters,
including a memorable duo of low-level Lagos gangsters: Knockout
and Go-Slow. Easy Motion Tourist pulsates with the rhythms of Lagos
and entertains from beginning to end.
A modern thriller featuring a strong female protagonist, prepared to
take on the Nigerian criminal world on her own.
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Entertaining crime thriller based in mega-city Lagos, featuring
a British journalist as a main character
Feisty female protagonist, unusual in African crime fiction
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SA author tour: March 2017
Attending Woordfees Festival in Stellenbosch
Second crime novel to be released in 2017

"Fast and furious, told from a kaleidoscope of different points of view, it's
a rollercoaster ride through a world of extremes, where everything is up
for grabs." --The Guardian
"Gritty, gripping, and hard to put down, Easy Motion Tourist delves into
the dark side of Lagos, with a narrative structure that feels fresh and an
incredibly immersive atmosphere. A welcome twist on the contemporary
thriller." --The Crime Review
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